How Do I Start?

We can often answer many of your immigration questions with an initial consultation either by phone or in person. In this consultation we will help you assess your situation, identify the immigration issues, and provide information you need to help you make an informed decision about your next steps.

Click the link below for more information on How Do I Start? and our Initial Consultation policy and fee.

Initial Consultation

Founded in 1945 by a former president of the American Immigration Lawyers’ Association, Andrew Reiner, our New York City immigration law firm is committed to giving our clients the immigration legal services they need—and the respect and attention they deserve.

Under the leadership of Andrew's son, Jan Allen Reiner, the firm maintains the high ethical standards established by his father. He has been practicing immigration law and directing the firm for over thirty years. Mr. Reiner is one of the few New York City immigration attorneys that are AV®-rated by Martindale-Hubbell*—their highest rating—and he has been voted one of the Best Lawyers in the New York Metro Area, as seen in supplements to the New York Times, New York Magazine, and New York Law Journal.

We can help you with the following areas of immigration law: Family Immigration, Business and Employment Immigration, U.S. Asylum, Immigration Removal Defense and Federal Court Immigration Litigation.

Whether it's keeping families united, adding qualified individuals to the U.S. work force, or securing a safe home; we believe that our work in immigration law not only improves the lives of individuals but is part of what makes our own country strong.

With a 60 year legacy of taking on the toughest cases, we are committed to providing an honest assessment and professional representation for each client’s individual case in a timely manner, for a clearly stated fee.
“We are honored that so many of our clients have been pleased with the results of our work and have recommended us to their family members, friends, and business associates. In this way, our firm will continue to succeed and grow.”

—Jan Allen Reiner, Esq.

Click the link below for more information or to schedule an Initial Consultation.

Initial Consultation

*CV, BV and AV are registered certification marks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used in accordance with the Martindale-Hubbell certification procedures, standards and policies. Martindale-Hubbell is the facilitator of a peer review rating process. Ratings reflect the confidential opinions of members of the Bar and the Judiciary. Martindale-Hubbell Ratings fall into two categories - legal ability and general ethical standards.